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Newsletter 2206
GM’s Note:
The Bunny, Hot lips must have 6 sense to change the runsite at the
11th hour- knowing in advance that it's going to pour at 6pm....well
it did!!!!!
At least it has the shelter needed at charlie market. The bunny
must have done her homework - inviting her guests to the run - all
in 9 guests and 44
members!!!

Burst
GM asked me to do the burst a few days before the run and as I was
busy cadging a cigarette I really was not in a position to refuse!
I vaguely said I would need a reminder but on arrival at the site I
was given just that. In a position of zero excuses I had better
make some sort of effort.
Just before we set off for the run site it was pissing down with
rain which did not add any bright side to the ensuing exercise.
When we got to Charlie Market however, there were enough friendly,
welcoming faces to dispel any thoughts that were negative. We stood
and nattered for a bit.
GM called the circle and as usual there was some reluctance to be
upstanding,but eventually hashers shuffled forward and thenumerous
guests were introduced.
The run was described by a co-hare as
short to medium and we were told to start on the usual way.
We all interpreted the usual way to mean up the highway so off we
trudged. Everyone was very conscious that the earlier, heavy
downpour would mean the trail was slippery and treacherous so
conversations started up to try to disguise the lack of speed. This
was very rapidly followed by a state of confusion. There was not a
single piece of paper to indicate that we were on route.
A group of enterprising hashers veered off to the left and started
calling on on but those of us with an itsy witsy bit of nouse
yelled it was old paper and continued up the high way but to be
fair we were feeling less confident than usual. This was the
longest we had ever been with no paper, ( A note for future hares
. it is brilliant not to litter the trails but give better info eg
Go up the highway and the first paper will be at the turn off)
At last we got to the turn off, but instead of sighs of relief
there were grunts of ‘Oh my god!’ The entry was steep and in
general we went up two strides and then slipped back one. However,
we tried to keep in mind that the runwas not long and to push
forward and get on with it. It was one of those runs that went up
and round and on and up again. I was with Pussy cat and Take care
and just after we had gone over the top of the hill, Goodyear
appeared out of the wood work and we tried to slot in behind his
pace which wasn’t too fast.

Until this point the paper had been brilliant. We had had no
trouble keeping on the correct trail, We arrived at a narrow valley
and as we crossed it the paper simply stopped – no check, no bar.
There were four of us so we scattered and made an effort to find
the paper but no luck. We had seen the highway on our scouting for
paper so it seemed sensible to go down and see if the trail crossed
over to the other side – this having been done recently.
Here we met up with some of the independent hashers( Huge, Amy,
Memsahib) discussing the fact that the mountain of rocks that had
been by the side of the construction site had now been removed or
distributed more evenly over the territory.
Once on the highway we saw paper but it was clearly the on in paper
and it was far too early to return to base. We made the decision
that we would try to follow the paper in reverse so that we could
do the loop we had missed.
Following paper in reverse is much tougher but we had to go up the
highway for some distance before we met the turn into the jungle.
We then had to struggle up a long hill, winding round the contours
here and there. All I could think of, is what a brilliant run down
it would have been if we had found the trail, the correct way
round.
Eventually we reached the top and began to jog the on down. We
couldn’t just sprint because there were lots of foot vines and
thorns just waiting to do battle with our bodies. The closer we
got to our earlier lost paper point, the harder it was to find the
paper. At least we could see why we had failed.
At last we were back on the highway and could jog at a reasonable
pace back to the beer wagon.
My group had a brilliant work out so we had no genuine complaints
but being hashers we felt obliged to ice the run setters.
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Circle

All the guests were acknowledged in the Circle- Nisha,
Texas and Woobly Tits, Dr.Bombay, General Soon, Itchy Bai,
Carston, Ms Chinatown and Nick lie low

Gman next- for coming out 1st winthin 30 minutes and
couldn't find paper!!!!

Black german next- Why Rm10 instead of Rm2.00 for
guest fees......That must
be history!!!!
Charges from the floor-

Goodyear- Tiny and Take care for doing the reverse run

Lyna - Mark and Itchy Bai--Itchy was saying,,,F#@*^
Y...i know the way to
Mark but eventually got LOST and had to do a reverse
run instead.

Carston and Bunny next for a good fucked up run and
delicious Mee Java by
Datin. As for Carston, for coming all the way from
Germany for his handbag's run.....

Asking for ice water to cool her down

Not enough paper..

HARE OF THE day

Hot lip.....Ai Lee
Thanks to hot lip
for a good food and run...good night

Other Photos

Beautiful harriets

SCB

Lovely smile.....

Yummy......Mee Jawa

Renata...you look great!!!

Macho.....

Next Run ****
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Run No.

May

2014

–AML-Tar

Hareline
2014
Date Hare/Bunny

2207

29-May

Mini Sausage

2208

05-Jun

Vithia

2209

12-Jun

Datin

2210

19-Jun

Elisa

2211

26-Jun

Philip

2212

03-Jul

Rajan

2213

10-Jul

Molly Oon

2214

17-Jul

Good Licker

2215

24-Jul

Rupiah

2216

31-Jul

Mark Chong

College

New

Venue

Leader
Garden
Charlie
market
Shamrock
Beach
Watertank
Youth Park
New Carpark
Leader
Garden
Bee Gallery
Tembaga
Indian temple
Bukit Gambier
Ayer Itam
Dam

this week Birthday greetings go to:Happy Birthday to you !!!!!

Danok Run
A Fantastic turnout of over 70 hashers from various hapters ie
Batangs,PH3,THK. FTAC.Pi. SP full moon. MBS and IA Club who came
and supported our Outstation run @ Danok, Thailand on
17th May
2014
The Run- mostly within Rubber Plantations or I would term it as"
Chasing after the Mosquitoes Run" covered an area of over 7km. 1st
runner was back within 1hr 20 min while the last runner clocked in
just past 2
hrs.
What an enjoyable night we all had @ Baan Sukkho with a 6 piece
live band,hot and spicy Thai cuisine and lots of Beers!!!!!
Everyone was either singing or dancing away till the wee hours
in
the mornings
Thank You to IA club for donating 2 crates of Tiger Beers....
A BIG BIG Thank YOU to Jukebox of Power Trax Network for sponsoring
our Danok
T-shirts!!!!!!
On..on... C u in Langkawi next !!!!!
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Run setters

Dinner after setting run

Beautiful receptionists

Ready to go…..on on…..

Guests

Group photo before the run

Wanted man At danok…Ronnie tour

Representative from each chapter

organiser

Dinner

Party time….great night

Invitation run

June 2014
28 June

BKH6 BATANG KAJANG HAPPY HAPPYHAPPY HASH HOUSE HORRORS celebrates BKH6
HORRORS 10th ANNIVERSARY RUN (JUNGLE FESTIVAL)
Venue: 43000 Kajang
RM 70/adult RM30/ Child (age 7-18)
Contact 019 362 3633 / 012 390 6255

July 2014
5th July

Hash Run to Mount Kinabalu.
Please let the VGM know if you want to go.

11-13 July

10th Malaysian Nash Hash 2014
Hosted by the Sibu Hash House Harriers in Sibu, Sarawak.
See: www.malaysiannashhash2014.com

25-27 July

Brussels 2014: A Beer Odyssey www.interhash2014.com
Although Brussels didn’t win Interhash 2014, they’re going ahead with a separate
event four months later, and 2,000+ hashers are expected to converge on the
capital of Europe for this epic event offering a wide variety of trails (forest,
countryside, historic cities…), drinks (at least seven differentbeers + two wines)
and food (Belgian, Italian and Asian cuisines).

August 2014
30th August
Slim River HHH 30th Anniversary Celebration Run
Registration fee RM60
Closing date :- 31st July 2014
Person to contact:- Hon On Sex
S.M.Sandra Tel:- 0129020429

September 2014
20th September
Hash House Harriers Batu Gajah –Perak
35th Anniversary Run.
RM 80
Contacts: Taliban 0125222610 email: ipohhhh@gmail.com
William 0165928901 email: wthiam8562@yahoo.com
Cheah 0124333650 email: nyukphin@gmail.com

November 2014
O2O Kedah Tengah 4H 7th Anniversary ‘Gatai Run’Celebration
Early Bird Registration :
RM60.00 p/pax (not later than 30th June &
limited to 300 pax only (whichever comes first
RM80.00 p/pax ( 1st July ~ 15th October )
RM100.00 ( 16th October onwards – freebies not guaranteed) Please contact
the following should you have any enquiries:

OC:

Tei Poey Eong

0124946503

Rough Rider

GM:

Chin Ah Lek

0174866398

Big Sound

On Sec Annie Lee

0124142622

Any Cawan

Inter On Sec Lim Swee Aun

0165260399

Highwayman

March 2015
14th March
FTAC 15th Anniversary Run –Beach Party
Registration:Early Bird before 30th September 2014 RM80
After 30th September 2014 RM100

Closing Date 31st December 2014
Please let the On sex (Camel Toe) know if you want to
join.

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the
organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that mhappen
to you

